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CHAPTER 26

PHOTONS

The effort to determine the true nature of light has been
a fitful process in the history of physics. Newton and
Huygens did not agree on whether light was a wave or
consisted of beams of particles. That issue was apparently settled by Thomas Young's two-slit experiment
performed in 1801, nearly three quarters of a century
after Newton's death. Young's experiment still did not
indicate what light was a wave of. That insight had to
come from Maxwell's theory of 1864 which showed
that light was a wave of electric and magnetic fields.

Many of these problems were cleared up by a picture
developed by Max Planck and Einstein, a picture in
which light consisted of beams of particles which
became known as photons. The photon picture immediately explained the ejection of electrons from a metal
surface and the spectrum of radiation from a heated
solid object. In the past few years, the observation of
photons coming in uniformly from all directions in
space has led to a new, and surprisingly well
confirmed, picture of the origin of the universe.

In the late 1800s there were dramatic confirmations of
Maxwell's theory. In 1888 Heinrich Hertz observed
radio waves, the expected low frequency component of
the electromagnetic spectrum. The electric and magnetic fields in a radio wave can be measured directly.

In this chapter we will discuss the properties of photons
and how discovering the particle nature of light solved
some outstanding problems of the late nineteenth century. We will finish with a discussion of what photons
have told us about the early universe.

But as the nineteenth century was ending, not all
predictions of Maxwell's theory were as successful.
Applications of Maxwell's equations to explain the
light radiated by matter were not working well. No one
understood why a heated gas emitted sharp spectral
lines, and scientists like Boltzman were unable to
explain important features of light radiated by hot solid
objects. The fact that Boltzman could get some features
right, but not others, made the problem more vexing.
Even harder to understand was the way beams of light
could eject electrons from the surface of a piece of
metal, a phenomenon discovered in 1897 by Hertz.

What we will not discuss in this chapter is how to
reconcile the two points of view about light. How could
light behave as a wave in Thomas Young's experiment,
and as a particle in experiments explained by Einstein?
How could Maxwell's theory work so well in some
cases and fail completely in others? These questions,
which puzzled physicists for over a quarter of a century, will be the subject of the chapters on quantum
mechanics.
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Some complications have to be dealt with when studying light from solid objects. The heated burner on an
electric stove and a ripe McIntosh apple both look red,
but for obviously different reasons. The skin of the
McIntosh apple absorbs all frequencies of visible light
except red, which it reflects. A stove burner, when it is
cool, looks black because it absorbs all wavelengths of
light equally. When the black stove burner is heated,
the spectrum of light is not complicated by selective
absorption or emission properties of the surface that
might enhance the radiation at some frequencies. The
light emitted by a heated black object has universal
characteristic properties that do not depend upon what
kind of black substance is doing the radiating. The light
from such objects is called blackbody radiation.
One reason for studying blackbody radiation is that you
can determine the temperature of an object from the
light it emits. For example, Figure (1) shows the
intensity of light radiated at different wavelengths by a
tungsten filament at a temperature of 5800 kelvins. The
greatest intensity is at a wavelength of 500 nm, the
middle of the visible spectrum at the color yellow. If we
plot intensities of the various wavelengths radiated by
the sun, you get essentially the same curve. As a result
we can conclude that the temperature of the surface of
the sun is 5800 kelvins. It would be hard to make this
measurement any other way.

6
λ max = 2.898 mmK = 2.898×10 nmK
T
T

(1)

where λ max is in millimeters (mm) or nanometers
(nm) and the temperature T is in kelvins. For
T = 5800K, Equation (1) gives
6
λ max 5800K = 2.898×10 nmK
5800K
= 500 nm

which is the expected result.
While λ max changes with temperature, the relative
shape of the spectrum of radiated intensities does not.
Figure (1) is a general sketch of the blackbody radiation
spectrum. To determine the blackbody spectrum for
another temperature, first calculate the new value of
λ max using Equation (1) then shift the horizontal scale
in Figure (1) so that λ max has this new value.
radiation
intensity

λ max

classical theory

blackbody spectrum
for an object at a
temperature of 5800K
like our sun.

red

When we studied the spectrum of hydrogen, we saw
that heated hydrogen gas emits definite spectral lines,
the red hydrogen α , the blue hydrogen β , and the violet
hydrogen γ . Other gases emit definite but different
spectral lines. But when we look through a diffraction
grating at the heated tungsten filament of a light bulb,
we see something quite different. Instead of sharp
spectral lines we see a continuous rainbow of all the
colors of the visible spectrum. Another difference is
that the color of the light emitted by the filament
changes as you change the temperature of the filament.
If you turn on the light bulb slowly, you first see a dull
red, then a brighter red, and finally the filament becomes white hot, emitting the full spectrum seen in
white light. In contrast, if you heat hydrogen gas, you
see either no light, or you see all three spectral lines at
definite unchanging wave lengths.

There are a few simple rules governing blackbody
radiation. One is that the wavelength of the most
intense radiation, indicated by λ max in Figure (1), is
inversely proportional to the temperature. The explicit
formula, known as Wein's displacement law turns out
to be

blue
yellow

BLACKBODY RADIATION
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Figure 1

Blackbody spectrum at 5800 degrees on the kelvin
scale. The solid line is the experimental curve, the
dotted line represents the prediction of Newtonian
mechanics combined with Maxwell’s equations. The
classical theory agrees with the experimental curve
only at long wavelengths.
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Knowledge of the blackbody spectrum is particularly
useful in astronomy. Most stars radiate a blackbody
spectrum of radiation. Thus a measurement of the
value of λ max determines the temperature of the surface of the star. There happens to be quite a variation
in the surface temperature and color of stars. This may
seem surprising at first, because most stars look white.
But this is due to the fact that our eyes are not color
sensitive in dim light. The variation in the color of the
stars can show up much better in a color photograph.
As an example of the use of Equation (1), suppose you
observe a red star that is radiating a blackbody spectrum with λ max = 700 nm. The surface temperature
should then be given by
6
T = 2.898×10 nmK = 4140 K (kelvin)
700 nm

Exercise 1
(a) What is the surface temperature of a blue star whose
most intense wavelength is λmax = 400 nm?
(b) What is the wavelength λmax of the most intense
radiation emitted by an electric stove burner that is at a
temperature of 600° C (873K)?
(c) What is the wavelength of the most intense radiation
emitted by you?

Another feature of blackbody radiation is that the
intensity of the radiation increases rapidly with temperature. You see this when you turn up the voltage on
the filament of a light bulb. Not only does the color
change from red to white, the bulb also becomes much
brighter.
The net amount of radiation you get from a hot object
is the difference between the amount of radiation
emitted and the amount absorbed from the surroundings. If the object is at the same temperature as its
surroundings, it absorbs just as much radiation as it
emits, with the result that there is no net radiation. This
is why you cannot feel any heat from an electric stove
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burner before it is turned on. But after the burner is
turned on and its temperature rises above the room
temperature, you begin to feel heat. Even if you do not
touch the burner you feel infrared radiation which is
being emitted faster than it is being absorbed. By the
time the burner becomes red hot, the amount of radiation it emits greatly exceeds the amount being absorbed.
In 1879, Joseph Stefan discovered that the total intensity, the total energy emitted per second in blackbody
radiation was proportional to the fourth power of the
temperature, to T 4 where T is in kelvins. Five years
later Ludwig Boltzman explained the result theoretically. This result is thus known as the Stefan-Boltzman
law.
As an example of the use of the Stefan-Boltzman law,
suppose that two stars are of the same size, the same
surface area, but one is a red star at a temperature of
4,000K while the other is a blue star at a temperature of
10,000K. How much more rapidly is the hot blue star
radiating energy than the cool red star?
The ratio of the rates of energy radiation is equal to the
ratio of the fourth power of the temperatures. Thus
energy radiated
by blue star
energy radiated
by red star

=

4
Tblue
10,000K
=
4
4,000K
Tred

4

= 2.5 4 ≈ 40

We see that the blue star must be burning its nuclear fuel
40 times faster than the red star.
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Planck Blackbody Radiation Law
Boltzman used a combination of Maxwell's equations,
Newtonian mechanics, and the theory of statistics to
show that the intensity of blackbody radiation increased as the fourth power of intensity. But neither he
nor anyone else was able to derive the blackbody
radiation spectrum shown in Figure (1). There was
some success in predicting the long wavelength side of
the curve, but no one could explain why the intensity
curve dropped off again at short wavelengths.
In 1900 Max Planck tried a different approach. He first
found an empirical formula for a curve that matched the
blackbody spectrum. Then he searched for a derivation
that would lead to his formula. The idea was to see if
the laws of physics, as they were then known, could be
modified in some way to explain his empirical blackbody radiation curve.

Planck succeeded in the following way. According to
Maxwell's theory of light, the amount of radiation
emitted or absorbed by a charged particle was related
to the acceleration of the particle, and that could vary
continuously. Planck found that he could get his
empirical formula if he assumed that the electrons in a
solid emitted or absorbed radiation only in discrete
packets. The energy in each packet had to be proportional to the frequency of the radiation being emitted
and absorbed. Planck wrote the formula for the energy
of the packets in the form
E = hf

(2)

where f is the frequency of the radiation. The proportionality constant h became known as Planck's constant.
For over two decades physicists had suspected that
something was wrong either with Newtonian mechanics, Maxwell's equations, or both. Maxwell was unable
to derive a formula that explained the specific heat of
gases (except the monatomic noble gases), and no one
had the slightest idea why heated gases emitted sharp
spectral lines. Planck's derivation of the blackbody
radiation formula was the first successful derivation of
a phenomena that could not be explained by Newtonian
mechanics and Maxwell's equations.
But what did it mean that radiation could be emitted or
absorbed only in discrete packets or quanta as Planck
called them? What peculiar mechanism lead to this
quantization of the emission and absorption process?
Planck did not know.
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THE PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT
1905 was the year in which Einstein cleared up several
outstanding problems in physics. We have seen how
his focus on the basic idea of the principle of relativity
lead to his theory of special relativity and a new
understanding of the structure of space and time.
Another clear picture allowed Einstein to explain why
light was emitted and absorbed in discrete quanta in
blackbody radiation. The same idea also explained a
process called the photoelectric effect, a phenomenon
first encountered in 1887 by Heinrich Hertz.
In the photoelectric effect, a beam of light ejects
electrons from the surface of a piece of metal. This
phenomenon can be easily demonstrated in a lecture,
using the kind of equipment that was available to Hertz.
You start with a gold leaf electrometer like that shown
in Figure (2), an old but effective device for measuring
the presence of electric charge. (This is the apparatus
we used in our initial discussion of capacitors.) If a
charged object is placed upon the platform at the top of
the electrometer, some of the charge will flow down to
the gold leaves that are protected from air currents by
a glass sided container. The gold leaves, each receiving
the same sign of charge, repel each other and spread
apart as shown. Very small amounts of charge can be
detected by the spreading of the gold leaves.
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To perform the photoelectric effect experiment, clean
the surface of a piece of zinc metal by scrubbing it with
steel wool, and charge the zinc with a negative charge.
We can be sure that the charge is negative by going
back to Ben Franklin's definition. If you rub a rubber
rod with cat fur, a negative charge will remain on the
rubber rod. Then touch the rubber rod to the piece of
zinc, and the zinc will become negatively charged. The
presence of charge will be detected by the spreading of
the gold leaves.
Now shine a beam of light at the charged piece of zinc.
For a source of light use a carbon arc that is generated
when an electric current jumps the narrow gap between
two carbon electrodes. The arc is so bright that you do
not need to use a lens to focus the light on the zinc. The
setup is shown in Figure (3).
When the light is shining on the zinc, the gold leaves
start to fall toward each other. Shut off or block the light
and the leaves stop falling. You can turn on and off the
light several times and observe that the gold leaves fall
only when the light is shining on the zinc. Clearly it is
the light from the carbon arc that is discharging the zinc.

Figure 2

The gold leaf electrometer.
This is the same apparatus we
used back in Figure (21-27)
on page 21-14, in our study of
capacitors.

Figure 3

Photoelectric effect experiment.

carbon arc
light source
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A simple extension to the experiment is to see what
happens if the zinc is given a positive charge. Following Ben Franklin's prescription, we can obtain a positive charge by rubbing a glass rod with a silk cloth.
Then touch the positively charged glass rod to the zinc
and again you see the gold leaves separate indicating
the presence of charge. Now shine the light from the
carbon arc on the zinc and nothing happens. The leaves
stay spread apart, and the zinc is not discharged by the
light.
When we charge the zinc with a negative charge, we are
placing an excess of electrons on the zinc. From
Gauss's law we know that there cannot be any net
charge inside a conductor, thus the excess negative
charge, the extra electrons, must be residing in the
surface of the metal. The light from the carbon arc,
which discharges the zinc, must therefore be knocking
these extra electrons out of the metal surface. When we
gave the zinc a positive charge, we created a deficiency
of electrons in the surface, and no electrons were
knocked out.
In the context of Maxwell's equations, it is not particularly surprising that a beam of light should be able to
knock electrons out of the surface of a piece of metal.
According to Maxwell's theory, light consists of a wave
of electric and magnetic fields. An electron, residing
on the surface of the zinc, should experience an oscillating electric force when the light shines on the zinc.
The frequency of oscillation should be equal to the
frequency of the light wave, and the strength of the
electric field should be directly related to the intensity
of the light. (We saw earlier that the intensity of the
light should be proportional to the square of the magnitude of the electric field.)

The question is whether the electric force is capable of
ejecting an electron from the metal surface. A certain
amount of energy is required to do this. For example,
in our electron gun experiment we had to heat the
filament in order to get an electron beam. It was the
thermal energy that allowed electrons to escape from
the filament. We now want to know whether the
oscillating electric force of the light wave can supply
enough energy to an electron for the electron to escape.
There are two obvious conclusions we should reach.
One is that we do not want the frequency of oscillation
to be too high, because the direction of the electric field
reverses on each half cycle of the oscillation. The
electron is pushed one way, and then back again. The
longer the time it is pushed in one direction, the lower
the frequency of the oscillation, the more time the
electron has to pick up speed and gain kinetic energy.
If the frequency is too high, just as the electron starts to
move one way, it is pushed back the other way, and it
does not have time to gain much kinetic energy.
The second obvious conclusion is that we have a better
chance of ejecting electrons if we use a more intense
beam of light. With a more intense beam, we have a
stronger electric field which should exert a stronger
force on the electron, producing a greater acceleration
and giving the electron more kinetic energy. An
intense enough beam might supply enough kinetic
energy for the electrons to escape.
In summary, we expect that light might be able to eject
electrons from the surface of a piece of metal if we use
a low enough frequency and an intense enough beam
of light. An intense beam of red light should give the
best results.
These predictions, based on Maxwell's equations
and Newtonian mechanics, are completely wrong!

Photons
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Let us return to our photoelectric effect demonstration.
During a lecture, a student suggested that we make the
light from the carbon arc more intense by using a
magnifying glass to focus more of the arc light onto the
zinc. The more intense beam of light should discharge
the zinc faster.

photoelectric effect occurred when a particle of light, a
photon, struck an electron in the surface of the metal.
All the energy of the photon would be completely
absorbed by the electron. If this were enough energy
the electron could escape, if this were not enough
energy the electron could not escape.

When you use a magnifying glass, you can make the
light striking the zinc look brighter. But something
surprising happens. The zinc stops discharging. The
gold leaves stop falling. Remove the magnifying glass
and the leaves start to fall again. The magnifying glass
prevents the discharge.

The idea that light actually consisted of particles explains why Planck had to assume that in blackbody
radiation, light could only be emitted or absorbed in
quantum units. What was happening in blackbody
radiation was that photons were being emitted or
absorbed. As a result, Planck's formula for the energy
of the quanta of emitted and absorbed radiation, must
also be the formula for the energy of a photon. Thus
Einstein concluded that a photon's energy is given by
the equation

You do not have to use a magnifying glass to stop the
discharge. A pane of window glass will do just as well.
Insert the window glass and the discharge stops. Remove it, and the gold leaves start to fall again.
How could the window glass stop the discharge? The
window glass appears to have no effect on the light
striking the zinc. The light appears just as bright. It was
brighter when we used the magnifying glass, but still no
electrons were ejected. The prediction from Maxwell's
theory that we should use a more intense beam of light
does not work for this experiment.
What the window glass does is block ultraviolet radiation. It is ultraviolet radiation that tans your skin (and
can lead to skin cancer). It is difficult to get a tan indoors
from sunlight that has gone through a window, because
the glass has blocked the ultraviolet component of the
sun's radiation. Similarly the pane of window glass, or
the glass in the magnifying lens, used in the photoelectric effect experiment, prevents ultraviolet radiation
from the carbon arc from reaching the zinc. It is the high
frequency ultraviolet radiation that is ejecting electrons
from the zinc, not the lower frequency visible light.
This is in direct contradiction to the prediction of
Maxwell's theory and Newton's laws.
Einstein's explanation of the photoelectric effect is
simple. He assumed that Newton was right after all, in
that light actually consisted of beams of particles. The

E photon = hf

Einstein's photoelectric
effect formula

(3)

where again f is the frequency of the light and h is
Planck's constant. Equation (3) is known as Einstein's
photoelectric effect formula.
With Equation (3), we can begin to understand our
photoelectric effect demonstration. It turns out that
visible photons do not have enough energy to knock an
electron out of the surface of zinc. There are other
metals that require less energy and for these metals
visible light will produce a photoelectric effect. But for
zinc, visible photons do not have enough energy. Even
making the visible light more intense using a magnifying glass does not help. It is only the higher frequency,
more energetic, ultraviolet photons that have enough
energy to kick an electron out of the surface of zinc. We
blocked these energetic photons with the window glass
and the magnifying glass.
In 1921, Einstein received the Nobel prize, not for the
special theory of relativity which was still controversial, nor for general relativity, but for his explanation of
the photoelectric effect.
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PLANCK'S CONSTANT h
Planck's constant h, the proportionality constant in
Einstein's photoelectric effect formula, appears nowhere in Newtonian mechanics or Maxwell's theory of
electricity and magnetism. As physicists were to
discover in the early part of the twentieth century,
Planck's constant appears just when Newtonian mechanics and Maxwell's equations began to fail. Something was wrong with the nineteenth century physics,
and Planck's constant seemed to be a sign of this failure.
The value of Planck's constant is
h = 6.63 × 10

– 34

joule seconds

(4)

where the dimensions of h have to be an energy times
a time, as we can see from the photoelectric formula
E = hf = h(joule seconds)× f

cycles
second

The seconds cancel, and cycles are dimensionless,
leaving energy in joules.
E = hf(joules)

We can get the dimensions of (h) in terms of kilograms,
meters and seconds by using
2
E = mc 2 kg meter 2
second

to get
2
h(joule) ×second = h kg meter 2 ×second
second
2

= h kg meter
second

(5)

It is not hard to see that Planck's constant also has the
dimensions of angular momentum. Recall that the
angular momentum L of an object is equal to the
object's linear momentum p = mv times its lever arm
r⊥ about some point. Thus the formula for angular
momentum is
L = pr ⊥ = m(kg) v meter × r ⊥(meter)
second
2

= mvr ⊥ kg meter
second

which is the same result we got for the dimensions of
(h) that we saw in Equation (5).
A fundamental constant of nature with the dimensions
of angular momentum is not something to be expected
in Newtonian mechanics. It suggests that there is
something special about this amount of angular momentum, 6.63 × 10 – 34(kg m 2/sec) of it, and
nowhere in Newtonian mechanics is there any reason
for any special amount. It would be Neils Bohr in 1913
who first appreciated the significance of this amount of
angular momentum.
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Converting this to electron volts, we get

PHOTON ENERGIES
Up to a point we have been describing the electromagnetic spectrum in terms of the frequency or the wavelength of the light. Now with Einstein's photoelectric
formula, we can also describe the radiation in terms of
the energy of the photons in the radiation. This can be
convenient, for we often want to know how much
energy photons have. For example, do the photons in
a particular beam of light have enough energy to kick
an electron out of the surface of a given piece of metal,
or to break a certain chemical bond?
For visible light and nearby infrared light, the frequencies are so high that describing the light in terms of
frequency is not particularly convenient. We are more
likely to work in terms of the light's wavelength and the
photon's energy, and want to go back and forth between
the two. Using the formula
cycles
cycles
f sec = c meters/sec = c sec
λ meters/cycle
λ

which we can get from dimensions, we can write the
photoelectric formula in the form
E = hf = hc
λ

(6)

Using MKS units in Equation (6) for h, c, and λ , we end
up with the photon energy expressed in joules. But a
joule, a huge unit of energy compared to the energy of
a visible photon, is also inconvenient to use. A far more
convenient unit is the electron volt. To see why, let us
calculate the energy of the photons in the red hydrogen
α line, whose wavelength was 656 nm or
6.56 × 10 – 7m . First calculating the energy in joules,
we have
E(H α line) = hc
λα
=

6.63 × 10 – 34 joule sec × 3×10 8m/sec
6.56 × 10 – 7m

= 3.03×10 – 19 joules
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E(H α line) =

3.03 × 10 – 19 joules
1.6 × 10 – 19 joules/eV

E(H α line) = 1.89 eV

(7)

That is a convenient result. It turns out that the visible
spectrum ranges from about 1.8 eV for the long wavelength red light to about 3.1 eV for the shortest wavelength blue photons we can see. It requires just more
than 3.1 eV to remove an electron from the surface of
zinc. You can see immediately that visible photons do
not have quite enough energy. You need ultraviolet
photons with an energy greater than 3.1 eV.
Exercise 2
The blackbody spectrum of the sun corresponds to an
object whose temperature is 5800 kelvin. The predominant wavelength λmax for this temperature is 500 nm as
we saw in the calculation following Equation (1). What
is the energy, in electron volts, of the photons of this
wavelength?
Exercise 3
The rest energy of an electron is .51MeV = 5.1 × 105 eV .
What is the wavelength, in nanometers, of a photon
whose energy is equal to the rest energy of an electron?
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We can greatly simplify calculating photon energies in
eV, if we convert directly from a photon’s wavelength
λ in nanometers to its energy E in electron volts. This
is most easily done by starting with the formula E = hc/λ
and using conversion factors until E is in electron volts
when λ is in nanometers.
First, we will convert (h) from joule sec to eV sec
h =

6.63×10 – 34 joule sec
1.6×10 – 19 joule/eV

What is the predominant energy, in eV of the photons
radiated by a human? (This is the energy corresponding to λmax for this temperature.)
Exercise 7
A 100 watt bulb uses 100 joules of energy per second.
For this problem, assume that all this energy went into
emitting yellow photons at a wavelength of 588 nm..
(a) What is the energy, in eV and joules, of one of these
photons?
(b) How many of these photons would the bulb radiate
in one second?

= 4.14×10 – 15 eV sec

The product (hc) becomes
(c) From the results of part (b), explain why it is difficult
to detect individual photons in a beam of light.

hc = 4.14×10 – 15 eV sec × 3×10 8 meter
sec
8
9 nm
= 1.24 ×10 eV meter × 10 meter
= 1240 eV nm

Exercise 8
Radio station WBZ in Boston broadcasts at a frequency
of 1050 kilocycles at a power of 50,000 watts.

Thus the formula E = hc/ λ can be written as
E photon ( in eV ) = hc = 1240 eV nm
λ
λ ( in nm )

(8)

As an example in the use of Equation (8), let us
recalculate the energy of the H α photons whose wavelength is 656 nm. We get immediately

(a) How many photons per second does this radio
station emit?
(b) Should these photons be hard to detect individually?
Exercise 9
In what part of the electromagnetic spectrum will photons of the following energies be found?

1240 eV nm
= 1.89eV
656 nm
which is our previous result.

(a) 1 eV

(e) 5 eV

(b) 2.1 eV

(f) 1000 eV

(c) 2.5 eV

(g) .51 × 106eV (.51 MeV)

Exercise 4
The range of wavelengths of light in the visible spectrum
is from 700 nm in the red down to 400 nm in the blue.
What is the corresponding range of photon energies?

(d) 3 eV

–9
(h) 4.34 × 10 eV

E Hα =

Exercise 5
(a) It requires 2.20 eV to eject an electron from the
surface of potassium. What is the longest wavelength
light that can eject electrons from potassium?
(b) You shine blue light of wavelength 400 nm at
potassium. What is the maximum kinetic energy of the
ejected electrons?
Exercise 6
The human skin radiates blackbody radiation corresponding to a temperature of 32°C. (Skin temperature
is slightly lower than the 37°C internal temperature.)

(The rest energy of the electron is .51 MeV.)
Exercise 10
(a) Calculate the energy, in eV, of the photons in the
three visible spectral lines in hydrogen
λ α (red) = 656 nm

λ β (blue) = 486 nm
λ γ(violet) = 434 nm
It requires 2.28 eV to eject electrons from sodium.
(b) The red Hα light does not eject electrons from
sodium. Explain why.
(c) The Hβ and Hγ lines do eject electrons. What is the
maximum kinetic energy, in eV, of the ejected electrons
for these two spectral lines?
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PARTICLES AND WAVES
We gain two different perspectives when we think of
the electromagnetic spectrum in terms of wavelengths
and in terms of photon energies. The wavelength
picture brings to mind Young's two slit experiment and
Maxwell's theory of electromagnetic radiation. In the
photon picture we think of electrons being knocked out
of metals and chemical bonds being broken. These
pictures are so different that it seems nearly impossible
to reconcile them. Reconciling these two pictures will,
in fact, be the main focus of the remainder of the text.
For now we seek to answer a more modest question.
How can the two pictures coexist? How could some
experiments, like our demonstration of the photoelectric effect exhibit only the particle nature and completely violate the predictions of Maxwell's equations,
while other experiments support Maxwell's equations
and give no hint of a particle nature?
In Figure (4) we show the electromagnetic spectrum
both in terms of wavelengths and photon energies. It is
in the low energy, long wavelength region, from radio
waves to light waves, that the wave nature of the
radiation tends to dominate. At shorter wavelengths
and higher photon energies, from visible light through
γ rays, the particle nature tends to dominate. The
reason for this was well illustrated in Exercise 8.
In Exercise 8 you were asked to calculate how many
photons were radiated per second by radio station
WBZ in Boston. The station radiates 50,000 watts of
power at a frequency of 1.05 megacycles. To solve the
problem, you first had to calculate the energy of a 1.05
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When we get up to visible photons, whose energies are
in the 2-3 eV range and wavelengths of the order of
500 nm, it is reasonably easy to find experiments that
can detect either the particle or the wave nature of light.
With a diffraction grating we have no problem measuring wavelengths in the range of 500 nm. With the
photoelectric effect, we can easily detect individual
photons in the 2-3 eV range.
As we go to shorter wavelengths, individual photons
have more energy and the particle nature begins to
dominate. To detect the wave nature of x rays, we need
something like a diffraction grating with line spacing of
the order of the x ray wavelength. It turns out that the
regular lines and planes of atoms in crystalline materials act as diffraction gratings allowing us to observe the
wave nature of x ray photons. But when we get up into
the γ ray region, where photons have energies comparable to the rest energies of electrons and protons, all we
observe experimentally are particle reactions. At these
high energies, the wave nature of the photon is basically
a theoretical concept used to understand the particle
reactions.
ultraviolet
rays

gamma rays

wavelength, nm

wavelength, meters
4

megacycle photon using Einstein's formula
E photon = hf .
This turns out to be about
– 28
7 × 10
joules. The radio station is radiating 50,000
joules of energy every second, and thus emitting
7 × 10 31 photons per second. It is hard to imagine an
experiment in which we can detect individual photons
when so many are being radiated at once. Any experiments should detect some kind of average effect, and
that average effect is given by Maxwell's equations.
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The electromagnetic spectrum.
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infrared rays
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Photons

While it is a rule of thumb that at wavelengths longer
than visible light, the wave nature of electromagnetic
radiation dominates, there are important exceptions.
The individual photons in the WBZ radio wave can be
detected! You might ask, what kind of experiment can
detect an object whose energy is only 7 × 10 – 28
joules. This, however, happens to be the amount of
energy required to flip the spin of an electron or a
nucleus in a reasonably sized magnetic field. This spin
flip process for electrons is called electron spin resonance and for nuclei, nuclear spin resonance. In the
Satellite Chapter (15) we discuss an electron spin
resonance experiment that is easily performed in the
lab. Nuclear spin resonance, as you may be aware, is
the basis of magnetic resonance imaging, an increasingly important medical diagnostic tool.

The idea that photons have mass presents a certain
problem. In our earliest discussions of mass in Chapter
6, we saw that the mass increased with velocity,
increasing without bounds as the speed of the object
approached the speed of light. The formula that
described this increase in mass was
m =

m0
1 – v 2 /c 2

where m 0 is the mass of the particle at rest and m its
mass when traveling at a speed v.
The obvious problems with photons is that they are
light—and therefore travel at the speed of light. Applying Equation (6-14) to photons gives
m photon =

PHOTON MASS
The basic idea behind Einstein's famous formula
E = mc 2 is that energy is mass. The factor c 2 is a
conversion factor to go between energy measured in
grams and energy measured in joules. If we had used
a different set of units, for example, measuring distances in feet, and time in nanoseconds, then the
numerical value of c would be 1, and Einstein's equation would be E = m, the more revealing statement.
Photons have energy, thus they have mass. If we
combine the photoelectric formula E = hf with
E = mc 2 , we can solve for the mass m of a photon of
frequency f. The result is
E = hf = m photonc 2
m photon = hf2
c

(10)

We can also express the photon mass in terms of the
wavelength λ , using f/c = 1/λ
m photon = hf2 = hc (f/c) = h
cλ
c

(11)

(6-14)

m0
=
1 – c 2 /c 2

m0
m
= 0 (12)
0
1–1

a rather embarrassing result. The divisor in Equation
(12) is exactly zero, not approximately zero. Usually
division by 0 is a mathematical disaster.
There is only one way Equation (12) can be salvaged. The numerator m 0 must also be identically
zero. Then Equation (12) gives m = 0/0, an
undefined, but not disastrous result. The numerical
value of 0/0 can be anything you want. In other
words, if the rest mass m 0 of a photon is zero,
Equation (12) says nothing about what the actual
mass m photon is. Equation (12) only tells us that the
rest mass of a photon must be zero.
Stop a photon and what do you have left? Heat! In the
daytime many billions of photons strike your skin
every second. But after they hit nothing is left except
the warmth of the sunlight. When a photon is stopped
it no longer exists—only its energy is left behind. That
is what is remarkable about photons. Only if they are
moving at the speed of light do they exist, carry energy
and have mass. This distinguishes them from all the
particles that have rest mass and cannot get up to the
speed of light.

Photons

PHOTON MOMENTUM
While photons have no rest mass, and do not obey
Newton's second law, they do obey what turns out to be
a quite simple set of rules of mechanics. Like their
massive counterparts, photons carry energy, linear
momentum, and angular momentum all of which are
conserved in interactions between particles. The formulas for these quantities can all be obtained straightforwardly from Einstein's photoelectric formula E = hf
and energy formula E = mc 2 .
We have already combined these two equations to
obtain Equation (11) for the mass of a photon
m photon = h
λc

(11a)

To find the momentum of the photon, we multiply its
mass by its velocity. Since all photons move at the
same speed c, the photon momentum p photon is given
by
p photon = m photonc =

h
λ

(13)

The Radiometer
There is a common toy called a radiometer that has a
4 vane structure balanced on the tip of a needle as
shown in Figure (5). One side of each vane is painted
black, while the other side is reflecting. If you shine a
beam of light at the vanes, they start to rotate. If,
however, you look at the apparatus for a while, you will
notice that the vanes rotate the wrong way. They move
as if the black side were being pushed harder by the
beam of light than the reflecting side.
In the toy radiometers, it is not the force exerted by the
light, but the fact that there are some air molecules
remaining inside the radiometer, that causes the vanes
to rotate. When the light strikes the vanes, it heats the
black side more than the reflecting side. Air molecules
striking the black side are heated, gain thermal energy,
and bounce off or recoil from the vane with more speed
than molecules bouncing off the cooler reflecting side.
It is the extra speed of the recoil of the air molecules
from the black side that turns the vane. This thermal
effect is stronger than the force exerted by the light
beam itself.

In the next few chapters, we will find that Equation (13)
applies to more than just photons. It turns out to be one
of the most important equations in physics.
One of the consequences of photons carrying momentum, is that if a beam of light is absorbed by a surface,
it must be exerting a force on that surface. The force F
is equal to the amount of momentum being delivered
per second by the photons.
This is not an unfamiliar concept. Hold your hand in a
stream of water, and you will feel that the stream is
exerting a force on your hand. From Newton’s second
law, you find that the force you feel is equal to the rate
at which the stream delivers linear momentum to your
hand.
When you shine a beam of light at an object, if the
photons in the beam actually carry momentum p = h/λ
then the beam should exert a force equal to the rate at
which momentum is being absorbed by the object. If
the object, like a black surface, absorbs the photon, the
momentum delivered is just the momentum of the
photons. If it is a reflecting surface, then we have to
include the photon recoil, and the momentum transferred is twice as great.
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Figure 5

The radiometer.
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PRESSURE OF LIGHT &
COMPTON SCATTERING
We can see from the example of the radiometer that the
measurement of the force exerted by a beam of light,
measuring the so-called pressure of light, must be done
in a good vacuum during a carefully controlled experiment. That measurement was first made by Nichols
and Hull at Dartmouth College in 1901. While
Maxwell's theory of light also predicts that a beam of
light should exert a force, we can now interpret the
Nichols and Hull experiment as the first experimental
measurement of the momentum carried by photons.
The first experiments to demonstrate that individual
photons have momentum, were carried out by Arthur
Compton in 1923. In what is now known as the
Compton scattering or the Compton effect, x ray
photons are aimed at a thin foil of metal. In many cases
the x ray photons collide with and scatter an electron
rather than being absorbed as in the photoelectric
effect. Both the struck electron and the scattered
photon emerge from the back side of the foil as illustrated in Figure (6).
The collision of the photon with the electron in the
metal foil is in many ways similar to the collision of the

slab of matter

scattered
electrons

beam of x rays

two steel balls studied in Chapter 7, Figures (1) and (2).
The energy of the x ray photons used by Compton were
of the order of 10,000 eV while the energy of the
electron in the metal is of the order of 1 or 2 eV. Thus
the x ray photon is essentially striking an electron at
rest, much as the moving steel ball struck a steel ball at
rest in Figure (7-2).
In both the collision of the steel balls and in the
Compton scattering, both energy and linear momentum are conserved. In particular the momentum carried
in by the incoming x ray photon is shared between the
scattered x ray and the excited electron. This means
that the x ray photon loses momentum in the scattering
process. Since the photon's momentum is related to its
wavelength by p = h/λ , a loss in momentum means an
increase in wavelength. Thus, if the photon mechanics
we have developed applies to x ray photons, then the
scattered x rays should have a slightly longer wavelength than the incident x rays, a result which Compton
observed.
In contrast, Maxwell's theory of light predicts that the
scattered x rays should have the same wavelength as
the incident wave, a result which is not in agreement
with experiment.
electron
after collision
electron
initially at rest

incoming
photon
scattered
photon
X rays which have collided with electrons in
the slab are scattered out of the main beam.
These x rays lose momentum, with the
result that their wavelength is longer than
those that were not scattered.
Figure 6

(a) observation of Compton scattering

Compton scattering.

(b) collision of photon and electron
resulting in Compton scattering

.

Photons

STELLAR EVOLUTION
While the experiments we have just discussed involved
delicate measurements in order to detect the photon
momentum, in astronomy the momentum of photons
and the pressure of light can have dramatic effects. In
about 5 billion years our sun will finish burning the
hydrogen in its core. The core will then cool and start
to collapse. In one of the contradictory features of
stellar evolution, the contracting core releases gravitational potential energy at a greater rate than energy was
released by burning hydrogen. As a result the core
becomes hotter and much brighter than it was before.
The core will become so bright, emit so much light, that
the pressure of the escaping light will lift the surface of
the sun out into space. As a result the sun will expand
until it engulfs the orbit of the earth. At this point the
sun will have become what astronomers call a red giant
star. Because of its huge surface area it will become
thousands of times brighter than it is now.
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The red giant phase does not last long, only a few
million years. If the sun were bigger than it is, the
released gravitational potential energy would be enough
to ignite helium and nuclear fusion would continue.
But the red giant phase for the sun will be near the end
of the road. The sun will gradually cool and shrink,
becoming a white dwarf star about the size of the earth,
and finally a black ember of about the same size.
The pressure of light played an even more important
role in the evolution of the early universe. The light
from the big bang explosion that created the universe
was so intense that for the first 1/3 of a million years, it
knocked the particles of matter around and prevented
the formation of atoms, stars, and galaxies. But a
dramatic event occurred when the universe reached an
age of 1/3 of a million years. That was the point where
the universe had cooled enough to become transparent.
At that point the light from the big bang decoupled from
matter and atoms, matter was no longer ruled by light
pressure, and stars, and galaxies began to form. We
will discuss this event in more detail shortly.
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ANTIMATTER
The fact that photons have no rest mass and travel only
at the speed of light makes them seem quite different
from particles like an electron or proton that have rest
mass and make up the atoms and molecules. The
distinction fades somewhat when we consider a process in which a photon is transformed into two particles
with rest mass. The two particles can be any particleantiparticle pair. Figure (7) is a bubble chamber
photograph of the creation of an electron-positron pair
by a photon.
In 1926 Erwin Schrödinger developed a wave equation
to describe the behavior of electrons in atoms. The first
equation he tried had a serious problem; it was a
relativistic wave equation that appeared to have two
solutions. One solution represented the ordinary electrons he was trying to describe, but the other solution
appeared to represent a particle with a negative rest
mass. Schrödinger found that if he went to the
non relativistic limit, and developed an equation that
applied only to particles moving at speeds much less
than the speed of light, then the negative rest mass
solutions did not appear. The non relativistic equation
was adequate to describe most chemical phenomena,
and is the famous Schrödinger equation.

Through a rather incredible trick, Dirac was able to
reinterpret the negative mass solutions as positive mass
solutions of another kind of matter—antimatter. In this
interpretation, every elementary particle has a corresponding antiparticle. The antiparticle had the same
rest mass but opposite charge from its corresponding
particle. Thus a particle-antiparticle pair could be
created or annihilated without violating the law of
conservation of electric charge.
In 1927, when Dirac proposed his theory, no one had
seen any form of antimatter, and no one was sure of
exactly what to look for. The proton had the opposite
charge from the electron, but its mass was much
greater, and therefore it could not be the electron's antiparticle. If the electron antiparticle existed, it would
have to have the same positive charge as the proton, but
the same mass as an electron. In 1932 Carl Anderson
at Caltech found just such a particle among the cosmic
rays that rain down through the earth's atmosphere.
That particle is the positron which is shown being
created in the bubble chamber photograph of
Figure (7).

e–

A year later, Paul Dirac developed another relativistic
wave equation for electrons. The equation was specifically designed to avoid the negative mass solutions, but
the technique he used did not work. Dirac's equation
correctly predicted some important relativistic phenomena, but as Dirac soon found out, the negative mass
solutions were still present.
Usually one ignores undesirable solutions to mathematical equations. For example, if you want to solve
for the hypotenuse of a triangle, the Pythagorean
theorem tells you that c 2 = a 2 + b 2 . This equation has
two solutions, c = a 2 + b 2 and c = – a 2 + b 2 .
Clearly you want the positive solution. It is difficult to
imagine a negative length hypotenuse!
The problem Dirac faced was that he could not ignore
the negative mass solution. If he started with a collection of positive mass particles and let them interact, the
equation predicted that negative mass particles would
be created. He could not avoid them.

electron

e+

positron

photon

Figure 7

Creation of positron-electron pair. A photon enters
from the bottom of the chamber and collides with a
hydrogen nucleus. The nucleus absorbs some of the
photon’s momentum, allowing the photon’s energy to
be converted into a positron-electron pair. Since a
photon is uncharged, it leaves no track in the bubble
chamber; the photon’s path is shown by a dotted line.
(Photograph copyright The Ealing Corporation,
Cambridge, Mass.)

Photons

(In the muon lifetime moving picture, discussed in
Chapter 1, positively charged muons were stopped in
the block of plastic, emitting the first pulse of light.
When a positive muon decays, it decays into a positron
and a neutrino. It was the positron that made the second
flash of light that was used to measure the muon's
lifetime.)
In the early 1950s, the synchrotron at Berkeley, the one
shown in Figure (23-27b) on page 23-22, was built just
large enough to create antiprotons, and succeeded in
doing so. Since then we have created antineutrons, and
have observed antiparticles corresponding to all the
known elementary particles. Nature really has two
solutions—matter and antimatter.
The main question we have now concerning antimatter
is why there is so little of it around at the present time.
In the very early universe, temperatures were so high
that there was a continual creation and annihilation of
particles and antiparticles, with roughly equal but not
exactly equal, numbers of particles and antiparticles.
There probably was an excess of particles over antiparticles in the order of about one part in 10 billion. In a
short while the universe cooled to the point where
annihilation became more likely than creation, and the
particle-antiparticle pairs annihilated. What was left
behind was the slight excess of matter particles, the
particles that now form the stars and galaxies of the
current universe.
In 1964, James Cronin and Val Fitch, while working on
particle accelerator experiments, discovered interactions that lead to an excess of particles over antiparticles. It could be that these interactions were active in
the very early universe, creating the slight excess of
matter over antimatter. But on the other hand, there
may not have been time for known processes to create
the observed imbalance. We do not yet have a clear
picture of how the excess of matter over antimatter
came about.
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Exercise 11
Since an electron and a positron have opposite charge,
they attract each other via the Coulomb electric force.
They can go into orbit forming a small atom-like object
called positronium. It is like a hydrogen atom except
that the two particles have equal mass and thus move
about each other rather than having one particle sit at
the center. The positronium atom lasts for about a
microsecond, whereupon the positron and electron
annihilate each other, giving off their rest mass energy
in the form of photons. The rest mass energy of the
electron and positron is so much greater than their
orbital kinetic energy, that one can assume that the
positron and electron were essentially at rest when they
annihilated. In the annihilation both momentum and
energy are conserved.
(a) Explain why the positron and electron cannot annihilate, forming only one photon. (What conservation law
would be violated by a one photon annihilation?)
(b) Suppose the positronium annihilated forming two
photons. What must be the energy of each photon in
eV? What must be the relative direction of motion of the
two photons?
The answer to part (b) is that each photon must have an
energy of .51 MeV and the photons must come out in
exactly opposite directions. By detecting the emerging
photons you can tell precisely where the positronium
annihilated. This phenomenon is used in the medical
imaging process called positron emission tomography
or PET scans.
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INTERACTION OF PHOTONS
AND GRAVITY
Because photons have mass, we should expect that
photons should interact with gravity. But we should be
careful about applying the laws of Newtonian gravity
to photons, because Newtonian gravity is a nonrelativistic theory, while photons are completely relativistic
particles.
If we apply the ideas of Newtonian gravity to photons,
which we will do shortly, we will find that we get
agreement with experiment if the photons are moving
parallel to the gravitational force, for example, falling
toward the earth. But if we do a Newtonian type of
calculation of the deflection of a photon as it passes a
star, we get half the deflection predicted by Einstein's
general theory of relativity. It was in Eddington's
famous eclipse expedition of 1917 where the full
deflection predicted by Einstein's theory was observed.
This observation, along with measurements of the
precession of Mercury's orbit, provided the first
experimental evidence that Newton's theory of gravity
was not exactly right.

energy shows up in the form of increased velocity, and
is given by the formula 1/2 mv 2 . For a photon, all of
whose energy is kinetic energy anyway, the kinetic
energy gained from the fall shows up as an increased
frequency of the photon.
Using Einstein's formula E = hf for the kinetic energy
of a photon, we predict that the photon energy at the
bottom is given by
E bottom = hfbottom = hftop + m photon gy

(14)

where we are assuming that the same formula mgy for
gravitational potential energy applies to both rocks and
photons.
Since m photon = hf/c 2 , the mass of the photon changes
slightly as the photon falls. But for a 22 meter deep
shaft, the change in frequency is very small and we can
quite accurately use hftop/c 2 for the mass of the photon
in Equation (14). This gives
hfbottom = hftop +

hftop
gy
c2

Cancelling the h's, we get
In 1960, R. V. Pound and G.A. Rebka performed an
experiment at Harvard that consisted essentially of
dropping photons down a well. What they did was to
aim a beam of light of precisely known frequency down
a vertical shaft about 22 meters long, and observed that
the photons at the bottom of the shaft had a slightly
higher frequency, i.e., had slightly more energy than
when they were emitted at the top of the shaft.
The way you can use Newtonian gravity to explain
their results is the following. If you drop a rock of mass
m down a shaft of height h, the rock's gravitational
potential energy mgh at the top of the shaft is converted
to kinetic energy at the bottom. For a rock, the kinetic

fbottom = ftop 1 +

gy
c2

(15)

as the formula for the increase in the frequency of the
photon. This is in agreement with the results found by
Pound and Rebka.
Exercise 12
(a) Show that the quantity gy/c2 is dimensionless.
(b) What is the percentage increase in the frequency of
the photons in the Pound-Rebka experiment? (Answer:
2.4 × 10– 13% . This indicates how extremely precise the
experiment had to be.)

Photons

To calculate the sideways deflection of a photon passing a star, we could use Newton's second law to
calculate the rate at which a sideways gravitational
force added a sideways component to the momentum
of the photon. The result, as we have mentioned, is half
the deflection predicted by Einstein's theory of gravity
and half that observed during Eddington's eclipse
expedition.
The gravitational deflection of photons, while difficult
to detect in 1917, has recently become a useful tool in
astronomy. In 1961, Allen Sandage at Mt. Palomar
Observatory discovered a peculiar kind of object that
seemed to be about the size of a star but which emitted
radio waves like a radio galaxy. In 1963 Maarten
Schmidt photographed the spectral lines of a second
radio star and discovered that the spectral lines were all
shifted far to the red. If this red shift were caused by the
Doppler effect, then the radio star would be moving
away from the earth at a speed of 16% the speed of light.
If the motion were due to the expansion of the universe,
then the radio star would have to be between one and
two billion light years away. An object that far away,
and still visible from the earth, would have to be as
bright as an entire galaxy.
The problem was the size of the object. The intensity
of the radiation emitted by these radio stars was observed to vary significantly over times as short as
weeks to months. This virtually guarantees that the
object is no bigger than light weeks or light months
across, because the information required to coordinate
a major change in intensity cannot travel faster than the
speed of light. Thus Schmidt had found an object, not
much bigger than a star, radiating as much energy as
the billions of stars in a galaxy. These rather dramatic
objects, many more of which were soon found, became
known as quasars, which is an abbreviation for quasi
stellar objects.
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It was hard to believe that something not much bigger
than a star could be as bright as a galaxy. There were
suggestions that the red shift detected by Maarten
Schmidt was due to something other than the expansion of the universe. Perhaps quasars were close by
objects that just happened to be moving away from us
at incredible speeds. Perhaps they were very massive
objects so massive that the photons escaping from the
object lost a lot of their energy and emerged with lower
frequencies and longer wavelengths. (This would be
the opposite effect than that seen in the Pound-Rebka
experiment where photons falling toward the earth
gained kinetic energy and increased in frequency.)
Over the years, no explanation other than the expansion
of the universe satisfactorily explained the huge red
shifts seen in quasars, but there was this nagging doubt
about whether the quasars were really that far away.
Everything seemed to fit with the model that red shifts
were caused by an expanding universe, but it would be
nice to have direct proof.
The direct proof was supplied by gravitational lensing,
a consequence of the sideways deflection of photons as
they pass a massive object. In 1979, a photograph
revealed two quasars that were unusually close to each
other. Further investigation showed that the two quasars had identical red shifts and emitted identical
spectral lines. This was too much of a coincidence. The
two quasars had to be two images of the same quasar.
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How could two images of a single quasar appear side
by side on a photographic plate? The answer is
illustrated in Figure (8). Suppose the quasar were
directly behind a massive galaxy, so that the light from
the quasar to the earth is deflected sideways as shown.
Here on earth we could see light coming from the
quasar from 2 or more different directions. The telescope forms images as if the light came in a straight line.
Thus in Figure (8), light that came around the top side
of the galaxy would look like it came from a quasar
located above the actual quasar, while light that came
around the bottom side would look as if it came from
another quasar located below the actual quasar.

galaxy that is deflecting the quasar's light. This proved
that the quasars are distant objects and that the red shift
is definitely due to the expansion of the universe.

This gravitational lensing turned out to be a more
common phenomena than one might have expected.
Many examples of gravitational lensing have been
discovered in the past decade. Figure (9), an image
produced by the repaired Hubble telescope, shows a
quasar surrounded by four images of itself. The four
images were formed by the gravitational lensing of an
intermediate galaxy.

Although we have photographed galaxies for over a
hundred years, we know surprisingly little about them,
especially what is at the core of galaxies. Recent
evidence indicates that at the core of the galaxy M87
there is a black hole whose mass is of the order of
millions of suns. The formation of such a black hole
would produce brilliant radiation from a very small
region of space, the kind of intense localized radiation
seen in quasars. In recent years we have gathered
evidence that many galaxies have massive black holes
at their centers.

The importance of gravitational lensing is that it provides definite proof that the imaged objects are more
distant than the objects doing the imaging. The quasar
in Figure (9) must be farther away from us than the

Evidence over the years has indicated that quasars
are the cores of newly formed galaxies. Quasars
tend to be distant because most galaxies were formed
when the universe was relatively young. If all
quasars we see are very far away, the light from them
has taken a long time to reach us, thus they must have
formed a long time ago. The fact that we see very
few nearby quasars means that most galaxy formation has already ceased.

quasar
massive
galaxy
image

Figure 8

A galaxy, acting as a lens, can
produce multiple images of a
distant quasar.

observer

Figure 9

Hubble telescope photograph of a distant quasar
surrounded by 4 images of the quasar. This is
known as the Einstein cross.

Photons

EVOLUTION OF THE UNIVERSE
The two basic physical ideas involved in understanding the early universe are its expansion, and the idea
that the universe was in thermal equilibrium. Before
we see how these concepts are applied, we wish to
develop a slightly different perspective of these two
concepts. First we will see how the red shift of light can
be interpreted in terms of the expansion of the universe.
Then we will see that blackbody radiation can be
viewed as a gas of photons in thermal equilibrium.
With these two points of view, we can more easily
follow the evolution of the universe.
Red Shift and the
Expansion of the Universe
The original clue that we live in an expanding universe
was from the red shift of light from distant galaxies. We
have explained this red shift as being caused by the
Doppler effect. The distant galaxies are moving away
from us, and it is the recessional motion that stretches
the wavelengths of the radiated waves, as seen in the
ripple tank photograph back in Figure (25-29) reproduced here.

Figure 25-29

The Doppler effect. If we are looking at light from
a receding galaxy, the light reaching us will have a
longer, stretched out wavelength.
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There is another way to view the red shift that gives the
same results but provides a more comprehensive picture of the evolution of the universe. Consider a galaxy
that is, for example, receding from us at 10% the speed
of light. According to the Doppler effect, the wavelength of the light from that galaxy will be lengthened
by a factor of 10%.
Where is that galaxy now? If the galaxy were moving
away from us at 10% the speed of light, it has traveled
away from us 1/10th as far as the light has traveled in
reaching us. In other words the galaxy is 10% farther
away now than when it emitted the light. If the recessional motion of the galaxy is due to the expansion of
the universe, then the universe is now 10% bigger than
it was when the galaxy emitted the light.
In this example, the universe is now 10% bigger and the
wavelength of the emitted light is 10% longer. We can
take the point of view that the wavelength of the light
was stretched 10% by the expansion of the universe.
In other words it makes no difference whether we say
that the red shift was caused by the 10% recessional
velocity of the galaxy, or the 10% expansion of the
universe. Both arguments give the same answer.
When we are studying the evolution of the universe, it
is easier to use the idea that the universe's expansion
stretches the photon wavelengths. This is especially
true for discussions of the early universe where recessional velocities are close to the speed of light and
relativistic Doppler calculations would be required.

Photons

We have

In our derivation of the ideal gas law, we were surprisingly successful using the idea that the average gas
molecule had a thermal kinetic energy 3/2 kT. In a
similar and equally naïve derivation, we can explain
one of the main features of blackbody radiation from
the assumption that the average or typical photon in
blackbody radiation also has a kinetic energy 3/2 kT.
The main feature of blackbody radiation, that could not
be explained using Maxwell's theory of light, was the
fact that there was a peak in the blackbody spectrum.
There is a predominant wavelength which we have
called λ max that is inversely proportional to the temperature T. The precise relationship given by Wein's
displacement law is
λ max = 2.898 mmK
T

(1) repeated

a result we stated earlier. The blackbody radiation
peaks around λ max as seen in Figure (1) reproduced
here.
If blackbody radiation consists of a gas of photons in
thermal equilibrium at a temperature T, we can assume
that the average photon should have a kinetic energy
like 3/2 kT. (The factor 3/2 is not quite right for
relativistic particles, but close enough for this discussion.) Some photons should have more energy, some
less, but there should be a peak in the distribution of
photons around this energy. Using Einstein's photoelectric effect formula we can relate the most likely
photon energy to a most likely wavelength λ max .

λ max = 2hc
3kT
Putting in numbers gives
λ max

2 × 6.63 × 10 – 34 joule sec × 3 × 10 8 m
s
=
joule
3 × 1.38 × 10 – 23
×T
K
= .0096 meter ⋅ K
T

Converting from meters to millimeters gives
λ max =

9.60
mmK
T

our estimate
for λ max

(16)

While this is not the exact result, it gives us the picture
that there should be a peak in the blackbody spectrum
around λ max . The formula gives the correct temperature dependence, and the constant is only off by a factor
of 3.3. Not too bad a result considering that we did not
deal with relativistic effects and the distribution of
energies in thermal equilibrium. None of these results
can be understood without the photon picture of light.

radiation
intensity

λ max

classical theory

blackbody spectrum
for an object at a
temperature of 5800K
like our sun.

red

The surface of the sun provides an example of a hot gas
more or less in thermal equilibrium. Not only are the
ordinary particles, the electrons, the protons, and other
nuclei in thermal equilibrium, so are the photons, and
this is why the sun emits a blackbody spectrum of
radiation. Blackbody radiation at a temperature T can
be viewed as a gas of photons in thermal equilibrium at
that temperature.

E photon = 3 kT
2
E photon = hc
λ max
Combining these equations gives
hc = 3 kT
2
λ max

blue
yellow

ANOTHER VIEW OF
BLACKBODY RADIATION

ultra violet
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Figure 1 (repeated)

Blackbody radiation spectrum showing the peak at λ max .
(The classical curve goes up to infinity at λ = 0.)
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MODELS OF THE UNIVERSE
As we saw in Chapter 25, Hubble was able to combine
his new distance scale for stars and galaxies with
Doppler shift measurements to discover that the universe is expanding, that the farther a galaxy is away
from us, the faster it is moving away from us. Another
property of the interaction of light with matter, the
blackbody spectrum discussed at the beginning of this
chapter, provided a critical clue to the role of this
expansion in the history of the universe. To see why,
it is instructive to look at the evolution of our picture of
the universe, to see what led us to support or reject
different models of its large scale structure.
Powering the Sun
In the 1860s, Lord Kelvin, for whom the absolute
temperature scale is named, did a calculation of the age
of the sun. Following a suggestion by Helmholtz,
Kelvin assumed that the most powerful source of
energy available to the sun was its gravitational potential energy. Noting the rate at which the sun was
radiating energy, Kelvin estimated that the sun was no
older than half a billion years. This was a serious
problem for Darwin, whose theory of evolution required considerably longer times for the processes of
evolution to have taken place. During their lifetimes
neither Darwin or Kelvin could explain the apparent
discrepancy of having fossils older than the sun.
This problem was overcome by the discovery that the
main source of energy of the sun was not gravitational
potential energy, but instead the nuclear energy released by the fusion of hydrogen nuclei to form helium
nuclei. In 1938 Hans Bethe worked out the details of
how this process worked. The reaction begins when
two protons collide with sufficient energy to overcome
the Coulomb repulsion and get close enough to feel the
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very strong, but short range, attractive nuclear force.
Such a strong collision is required to overcome the
Coulomb barrier, that fusion is a rare event in the
lifetime of any particular solar proton. On the average,
a solar proton can bounce around about 30 million
years before fusing. There are, of course, many protons
in the sun, so that many such fusions are occurring at
any one time.
Just after two protons fuse, electric potential energy is
released when one of the protons decays, via the weak
interaction, into a neutron, electron, and a neutrino.
The electron and neutrino are ejected, leaving behind a
deuterium nucleus consisting of a proton and a neutron.
This reaction is the source of the neutrinos radiated by
the sun.
Within a few seconds of its creation, the deuterium
nucleus absorbs another proton to become a helium 3
nucleus. Since helium 3 nuclei in the sun are quite rare,
it is on the average several million years before the
helium 3 nucleus collides with another helium 3 nucleus.
The result of this collision is the very stable helium 4
nucleus and the ejection of 2 protons. The net result of
all these steps is the conversion of 4 protons into a
helium 4 nucleus with the release of .6% of the proton’s
rest mass energy in the form of neutrinos and photons.
Not only did Beta’s theory provide an explanation for
the source of the sun’s energy, it also demonstrated
how elements can be created inside a star. It raised the
question of whether all the elements could be created
inside stars. Could you start with stars initially containing only hydrogen gas and end up with all the elements
we see around us?
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answer was supplied by E. E. Salpeter in 1952 who
showed that two helium 4 nuclei could produce an
unstable beryllium 8 nucleus. In a dense helium rich
stellar core, the beryllium 8 nucleus could, before
decaying, collide with another helium 4 nucleus forming a stable carbon 12 nucleus. One result is that
elements between helium and carbon are skipped over
in the element formation process, explaining the exceptionally low cosmic abundances of lithium, beryllium and boron seen in Figure (10).

Abundance of the Elements
From studies of minerals in the earth and in meteorites,
and as a result of astronomical observations, we know
considerable detail about the abundances of the elements around us. As seen in the chart of Figure (10),
hydrogen and helium are the most abundant elements,
followed by peaks at carbon, oxygen, iron and lead.
There is a noticeable lack of lithium, beryllium and
boron, and a general trailing off of the heavier elements. Is it possible to explain not only how elements
could be created in stars, but also explain these observed abundances as being the natural result of the
nuclear reactions inside stars?

The biggest barrier to explaining element formation in
stars is the fact that the iron 56 nucleus is the most stable
of all nuclei. Energy is released if the small nuclei fuse
together to create larger ones, but energy is also released if the very largest nuclei split up (as in the case
of the fission of uranium in an atomic bomb or nuclear
reactor). To put it another way, when making nuclei
up to iron, energy is released. But it costs energy to
build nuclei larger than iron. Iron is the ultimate ash of
nuclear reactions. How, then, could elements heavier
than iron be created in the nuclear furnaces of stars?

The first problem is the fact that there are no stable
nuclei with 5 or 8 nucleons. This means you cannot
form a stable nucleus either by adding one proton to a
helium 4 nucleus or fusing two helium 4 nuclei. How,
then, would the next heavier element be formed in a star
that consisted of only hydrogen and helium 4? The
12
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In 1956 the element technetium 99 was identified in the
spectra of a certain class of stars. Technetium 99,
heavier than iron, is an unstable element with a half life
of only two hundred thousand years. On a cosmic time
scale, this element had to have been made quite recently. Thus elements heavier than iron are now being
created in some kind of a process.

Knowing that the universe is expanding, it seems to be
a contradiction to propose that the universe is steady
state—i.e., that on the average, it is unchanging. If the
universe is expanding and galaxies are flying apart,
then in a few billion years the galaxies will be farther
separated from each other than they are today. This is
hardly a steady state picture.

Soon after the observation of technetium, the British
astronomer Geoffrey Burbidge, looking over recently
declassified data from the Bikini Atoll hydrogen bomb
tests, noticed that one of the elements created in the
explosion, californium 254, had a half life of 55 days.
Burbidge realized that this was also the half life of the
intensity of a recently observed supernova explosion.
This suggested that the light from the supernova was
powered by decaying californium 254. That meant that
it was the supernova explosion itself that created the
very heavy californium 254, and probably all the other
elements heavier than iron.

The steady state theory got around this problem by
proposing that matter was continually being created to
replace that being lost due to the expansion. Consider,
for example, a sphere a billion light years in diameter,
centered on the earth. Over the next million years a
certain number of stars will leave the sphere due to the
expansion. To replace this matter flowing out of the
sphere, the steady state theory assumed that hydrogen
atoms were continually being created inside the sphere.
All that was needed was about one hydrogen atom to be
created in each cubic kilometer of space every year.

In 1957 Geoffrey and Margaret Burbidge, along with
the nuclear physicist William Fowler at Caltech and the
British astronomer Fred Hoyle, published a famous
paper showing how the fusion process in stars could
explain the abundances of elements up to iron, and how
supernova explosions could explain the formation of
elements heavier than iron. This was one of the
important steps in the use of our knowledge of the
behavior of matter on a small scale, namely nuclear
physics, to explain what we see on a large scale—the
cosmic abundance of the elements.
The Steady State
Model of the Universe
A model of the universe, proposed in 1948 by Fred
Hoyle, Herman Bondi and Thomas Gold, fit very well
with the idea that all the elements in the universe
heavier than hydrogen, were created as a result of
nuclear reactions inside stars. This was the so-called
steady state model.

The advantage of constructing a model like the steady
state theory is that the model makes certain definite
predictions that can be tested. One prediction is that all
the matter around us originated in the form of the
hydrogen atoms that are assumed to be continually
created. This implies that the heavier elements we see
around us must be created by ongoing processes such
as nuclear reactions inside stars. This provided a strong
incentive for Hoyle and others to see if nuclear synthesis inside stars, starting from hydrogen, could explain
the observed abundance of elements.
Another prediction of the steady state model is that
galaxies far away must look much like nearby galaxies.
When you look far away, you are also looking back in
time. If you look at a galaxy one billion light years
away, you are seeing light that started out a billion years
ago. Light reaching us from a galaxy 10 billion light
years away started out 10 billion light years ago. If the
universe is really in a steady state, then galaxies 10
billion years ago should look much like galaxies do
today.
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THE BIG BANG MODEL
The discovery of the expansion of the universe suggests another model of the universe, namely that the
universe started in one gigantic explosion, and that the
expansion we now see is the result of the pieces from
that explosion flying apart.
To see why you are led to the idea of an explosion,
imagine that you take a motion picture of the expanding
universe and then run the motion picture backwards. If
the expansion is uniform, then in the reversed motion
picture we see a uniform contraction. The particles in
this picture are the galaxies which are getting closer and
closer together. There is a time, call it t = 0, when all
the galaxies come together at a point. Now run the
motion picture forward and the galaxies all move out as
if there were an explosion at that point.
The explosion of the universe was first proposed by the
Belgian priest and mathematician Georges Lemaître in
the late 1920s. It was, in fact, Lemaître who explained
Hubble’s red shift versus distance data as evidence for
the expansion of the universe. In the late 1920s not
much was known about nuclear physics, even the
neutron had not yet been discovered. But in the 1940s
after the development of the atomic fission bomb and
during the design of the hydrogen fusion bomb, physicists gained considerable experience with nuclear reactions in hot, dense media, and some, George Gamov in
particular, began to explore the consequences of the
idea that the universe started in an initial gigantic
explosion.

as big as it is now, wavelengths of light would contract
to 1/10 their original size.
In the Einstein photoelectric effect formula,
Ephoton = hf = hc/λ , the shorter the photon wavelength,
the more energetic the photons become. This suggests
that as we compress the universe in the time reversal
moving picture, photon energies increase. If there is no
limit to the compression, then there is no limit to how
much the photon energies increase.
Now introduce the idea of thermal equilibrium. If we
go back to a very small universe, we have very energetic photons. If these photons are in thermal equilibrium with other forms of matter, as they are inside of
stars, then all of the matter has enormous thermal
energy, and the temperature is very high. Going back
to a zero sized universe means going back to a universe
that started out at an infinite temperature. Fred Hoyle
thought that this picture was so ridiculous that he gave
the explosion model of the universe the derisive name
the “Big Bang” model. The name has stuck.

A rough picture of the early universe in the explosion
model can be constructed using the concepts of the
Doppler effect and thermal equilibrium. Let us see how
this works.

The Helium Abundance
In the mid 1950s the cosmological theory taken seriously by most physicists was the steady state theory. In
the late 1940s George Gamov had suggested that the
elements had been created in the big bang when the
universe was very small, dense and hot. But the work
of Hoyle and Fowler was showing that the abundance
of the elements could much more satisfactorily be
explained in terms of nuclear synthesis inside of stars.
This nuclear synthesis also explained the energy source
in stars and the various stages of stellar evolution. What
need was there to propose some gigantic, cataclysmic
explosion?

We have seen that the red shift of the spectral lines of
light from distant galaxies can be interpreted as being
caused by the stretching of the wavelengths of the light
due to the expansion of the universe. In a reverse
motion picture of the universe, distant galaxies would
be coming toward us and the wavelengths of the
spectral lines would be blue shifted. We would say that
the universe was contracting, shrinking the wavelength
of the spectral lines. The amount of contraction would
depend upon how far back toward the t = 0 origin we
went. If we went back to when the universe was 1/10

Hoyle soon found a need. Most of the energy released
in nuclear synthesis in stars results from the burning of
hydrogen to form helium. By observing how much
energy is released by stars, you can estimate how much
helium should be produced. By the early 1960s Hoyle
began to realize that nuclear synthesis could not produce enough helium to explain the observed cosmic
abundance of 25%. In a 1964 paper with R. J. Taylor,
Hoyle himself suggested that perhaps much of the
helium was created in an initial explosion of the
universe.
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Cosmic Radiation
In a talk given at Johns Hopkins in early 1965,
Princeton theoretician P. J. E. Peebles suggested that
the early universe must have contained a considerable
amount of radiation if the big bang model were
correct. If there were little radiation, any hydrogen
present in the early universe would have quickly fused
to form heavier elements, and no hydrogen would be
left today. This directly contradicts the observation
that about 75% of the matter we see today consists of
hydrogen. If, however, there were a large amount of
radiation present in the early universe, the energetic
photons would bust up the larger nuclei as they
formed, leaving behind hydrogen.
Peebles proposed that this radiation, the cosmic photons which prevented the fusion of hydrogen in the
early universe, still exists today but in a very altered
form. There should have been little change in the
number of photons, but a great change in their energy.
As the universe expanded, the wavelength of the
cosmic photons should be stretched by the expansion,
greatly reducing their energy. If the photons were in
thermal equilibrium with very hot matter in the early
universe, they should still have a thermal blackbody
spectrum, but at a much lower temperature. He
predicted that the temperature of the cosmic radiation
should have dropped to around 10 kelvin. His colleagues at Princeton, P. G. Roll and D .T. Wilkinson
were constructing a special antenna to detect such
radiation. All of this work had been suggested by R.
H. Dicke, inventor of the key microwave techniques
needed to detect ten degree photons.
Peebles was not the first to suggest that there should be
radiation left over from the big bang. That was first
suggested in a 1948 paper by George Gamov and
colleagues Ralph Alpher and Robert Herman in a
model where all elements were to be created in the big
bang. A more realistic model of the big bang proposed
by Alpher and Herman in 1953 also led to the same
prediction of cosmic radiation. In both cases, it was
estimated that the thermal radiation should now have
a temperature of 5 kelvin. In the early 1950s, Gamov,
Alpher and Herman were told by radio astronomers
that such radiation could not be detected by equipment
then available, and the effort to detect it was not
pursued. Peebles was unaware of these earlier predictions.
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THE THREE DEGREE RADIATION
In 1964, two radio astronomers working for Bell Labs,
Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson, began a study of the
radio waves emitted from parts of our galaxy that are
away from the galactic plane. They expected a faint
diffuse radiation from this part of the galaxy and
planned to use a sensitive low noise radio antenna
shown in Figure (11), an antenna left over from the
Echo Satellite experiment. (In that early experiment
on satellite communication, a reflecting balloon was
placed in orbit. The low noise antenna was built to
detect the faint radio signals that bounced off the
balloon.)
Since the kind of signals Penzias and Wilson expected
to detect would look a lot like radio noise, they had to
be careful that the signals they recorded were coming
from the galaxy rather than from noise generated by
the antenna or by electronics. To test the system, they
looked for signals at a wavelength of 7.35 cm, a
wavelength where the galaxy was not expected to
produce much radiation. They found, however, a
stronger signal than expected. After removing a pair of
pigeons that were living in the antenna throat, cleaning
out the nest and other debris which Wilson referred to
as “a white dielectric material”, and taking other steps
to eliminate noise, the extra signal persisted.

Figure 11

Penzias and Wilson, and the Holmdel radio telescope.
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If the 7.35 cm wavelength signal were coming from the
galaxy, there should be regions of the galaxy that
produced a stronger signal than other regions. And the
neighboring galaxy Andromeda should also be a localized source of this signal. However Penzias and
Wilson found that the 7.35 cm signal was coming in
uniformly from all directions. The radiation had to be
coming in from a much larger region of space than our
galaxy.
Studies of the signal at still shorter wavelengths showed
that if the signal were produced by a blackbody spectrum of radiation, the effective temperature would be
about 3.5 kelvin. Penzias talked with a colleague who
had talked with another colleague who had attended
Peebles’ talk at Johns Hopkins on the possibility of
radiation left over from the big bang. Penzias and
Wilson immediately suspected that the signal they
were detecting might be from this radiation.
Penzias and Wilson could detect only the long wavelength tail of the three degree radiation. Three degree
radiation should have a maximum intensity at a wavelength given by the Wein formula, Equation (1),
λ max = 2.898 mm K
T
= 2.898 mm K ≈ 1mm
3K

(17)

Radiation with wavelengths in the 1 mm region cannot
get through the earth’s atmosphere. As a result Penzias
and Wilson, and others using ground based antennas,
could not verify that the radiation had a complete
blackbody spectrum. From 1965 to the late 1980s,

various balloon and rocket based experiments, which
lifted antennas above the earth’s atmosphere, verified
that the radiation detected by Penzias and Wilson was
part of a complete blackbody spectrum of radiation at
a temperature of 2.74 kelvin.
In 1989, NASA orbited the COBE (Cosmic Background Explorer) satellite to make a detailed study of
the cosmic background radiation. The results from this
satellite verified that this radiation has the most perfect
blackbody spectrum ever seen by mankind. The
temperature is 2.735 kelvin with variations of the order
of one part in 100,000. The questions we have to deal
with now are not whether there is light left over from the
big bang, but why it is such a nearly perfect blackbody
spectrum.
Thermal Equilibrium of the Universe
That the cosmic background radiation has nearly a
perfect blackbody spectrum tells us that at some point
in its history, the universe was in nearly perfect thermal
equilibrium, with everything at one uniform temperature. That is certainly not the case today. The cosmic
radiation is at a temperature of 2.735 kelvin, Hawaii has
an average temperature of 295 kelvin, and the temperature inside of stars ranges up to billions of degrees.
There must have been a dramatic change in the nature
of the universe sometime in the past. That change
occurred when the universe suddenly became transparent at an age of about 300,000 years.**
To see why the universe suddenly became transparent,
and why this was such an important event, it is instructive to reconstruct what the universe must have been
like at still earlier times.
** The universe today is just under 14 billion years old.
To get a feeling for how far back 300,000 years is in the
life of the universe, we would like to quote a statement
from the website Smoot’s astrophysics program.
“Put in human terms, if the universe were a middle aged
person today, then the epoch (seen in the 2.7 degree
radiation) corresponds to an image of an embryo at 10
hours age.”
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THE EARLY UNIVERSE
Imagine that we have a videotape recording of the
evolution of the universe. We put the tape in our VCR
and see that the tape has not been rewound. It is
showing our current universe with stars, galaxies and
the cosmic radiation at a temperature of 2.735 k. You
can calculate the density of photons in the cosmic
radiation, and compare that with the average density of
protons and neutrons (nucleons) in the stars and galaxies. You find that the photons outnumber the nucleons
by a factor of about 10 billion to 1. But the energy of a
three degree photon is much less than the rest energy of
a proton or neutron. As a result, the total rest energy of
all the stars and galaxies is about 100 times greater than
the total energy in the cosmic radiation.
Leaving the VCR on play, we press the rewind button.
The picture is not too clear, but we can see general
features of the contracting universe. The galaxies are
moving together and the wavelength of the cosmic
radiation is shrinking. Since the energy of the cosmic
photons is given by Einstein’s formula E = hc λ , the
shrinking of the photon wavelengths increases their
energy. On the other hand the rest mass energy of the
stars and galaxies is essentially unchanged by the
contraction of the universe. Consequently the energy
of the cosmic photons is becoming a greater and greater
share of the total energy of the universe. When the
universe has contracted to about 1/100th of its present
size, when the universe is about 1/2 million years old,
the cosmic photons have caught up to the matter
particles. At earlier times, the cosmic photons have
more energy than other forms of matter.
The Very Early Universe
As the tape rewinds our attention is diverted. When we
look again at the screen, we see that the tape is showing
a very early universe. The time indicated is .01
seconds! The temperature has risen to 100 billion
degrees, and the thermal photons have an average
energy of 40 million electron volts! We obviously
missed a lot in the rewind. Stopping the tape, we then
run it forward to see what the universe looks like at this
very early stage.
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There is essentially the same number of nucleons in this
early universe as there are today. Since the thermal
energy of 40 MeV is much greater than the 1.3 MeV
mass difference between neutrons and protons, there is
enough thermal energy to freely convert protons into
neutrons, and vice versa. As a result there are about
equal numbers of protons and neutrons. There is also
about the same number of thermal photons in this early
universe as there are today, about 100 billion photons
for each nucleon.
While there is not much change from today in the
number of nucleons or photons in our .01 second
universe, there is a vastly different number of electrons.
The thermal photons, with an average energy of 40
MeV, can freely create positron and electron pairs. The
rest energy of a positron or an electron is only .5 MeV,
thus only 1 MeV is required to create a pair. The result
is that the universe at this time is a thermal soup of
photons, positrons and electrons—about equal numbers. There are also many neutrinos left over from an
earlier time. All of those species outnumber the few
nucleons by a factor of about 100 billion to one.
Excess of Matter over Antimatter
If you look closely and patiently count the number of
positrons and electrons in some region of space, you
will find that for every 100,000,000,000 positrons,
there are 100,000,000,001 electrons. The electrons
outnumber the positrons by 1 in 100 billion. In fact, the
excess number of negative electrons is just equal to the
number of positive protons, with the result that the
universe is electrically neutral.
The tiny excess of electrons over positrons represents
an excess of matter over antimatter. In most particle
reactions we study today, if particles are created, they
are created in particle, antiparticle pairs. The question
is then, why does this early universe have a tiny excess
of matter particles over antimatter particles? What in
the still earlier universe created this tiny imbalance?
There is a particle reaction, caused by the weak interaction, that does not treat matter and antimatter symmetrically. This reaction, discovered by Val Fitch in
1964, could possibly explain how this tiny imbalance
came about. It is not clear whether there was enough
time in the very early universe for Fitch’s reaction to
create the observed imbalance.
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An excellent guidebook for our video tape is Steven
Weinberg’s The First Three Minutes. Weinberg was
one of the physicists who discovered the connection
between the weak interaction and electromagnetism.
Weinberg breaks up the first three minutes of the life of
the universe into five frames. We happened to have
stopped the tape recording at Weinberg’s frame #1. To
see what we missed in our fast rewind, we will now run
the tape forward, picking up the other four frames in the
first three minutes as well as important later events.
Frame #2 (.11 seconds)

As we run the tape forward, the universe is now
expanding, the wavelength of the thermal photons is
getting longer, and their temperature is dropping. When
the time counter gets up to t = .11 seconds, the temperature has dropped to 30 billion kelvin and the average
energy of the thermal photons has dropped to 10 MeV.
Back at frame #1, when the thermal energy was 40
MeV, there were roughly equal numbers of protons and
neutrons. However, the lower thermal energy of 10
MeV is not sufficiently greater than the 1.3 MeV
proton-neutron mass difference to maintain the equality.
In the many rapid collisions where protons are being
converted into neutrons and vice versa (via the weak
interaction), there is a slightly greater chance that the
heavier neutron will decay into a lighter proton rather
than the other way around. As a result the percentage
of neutrons has dropped to 38% by the time t = .11
seconds.

Frame #4 (13.82 seconds)

At a time of 13.82 seconds, Weinberg’s fourth frame,
the temperature has dropped to 3 billion kelvin, corresponding to an average thermal energy of 1 MeV per
particle. With any further drop in temperature, the
average thermal photon will not have enough energy to
create positron electron pairs. The result is that vast
numbers of positrons and electrons are beginning to
annihilate each other. Soon there will be equal numbers of electrons and protons, and the only particles
remaining in very large numbers will be neutrinos and
thermal photons.
By this fourth frame, the percentage of neutrons has
dropped to 17%. The temperature of 3 billion degrees
is low enough for helium nuclei to survive, but helium
nuclei do not form because of the deuterium bottleneck. When a proton and neutron collide, they can
easily form a deuterium nucleus. Although deuterium
is stable, it is weakly bound. At a temperature of 3
billion kelvin, the thermal protons quickly break up any
deuterium that forms. Without deuterium, it is not
possible to build up still larger nuclei.
Frame #5 (3 minutes and 2 seconds)

Going forward to a time of 3 minutes and 2 seconds, the
universe has cooled to a billion kelvin, the positrons
and most electrons have disappeared, and the only
abundant particles are photons, neutrinos and antineutrinos. The neutron proton balance has dropped to 14%
neutrons. While tritium (one proton and two neutrons)
and helium 4 are stable at this temperature, deuterium
is not, thus no heavier nuclei can form.

Frame #3 (1.09 seconds)

Aside from the drop in temperature and slight decrease
in the percentage of neutrons, not much else happened
as we went from frame #1 at .01 seconds to frame #2 at
.11 seconds. Starting up the tape player again, we go
forward to t = 1.09 seconds, Weinberg’s third frame.
The temperature has dropped to 10 billion kelvin,
which corresponds to a thermal energy of 4 MeV. This
is not too far above the 1 MeV threshold for creating
positron electron pairs. As a result the positron electron
pairs are beginning to annihilate faster than they are
being created. Also by this time the percentage of
neutrons has dropped to 24%.

A short time later, the temperature drops to the point
where deuterium is stable. When this happens, neutrons can combine with protons to form deuterium and
tritium, and these then combine to form helium 4.
Almost immediately the remaining nearly 13% neutrons combine with an equal number of protons to form
most of the 25% abundance of cosmic helium we see
today. This is where the helium came from that Hoyle
could not explain in terms of nuclear synthesis inside of
stars.
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Because there are no stable nuclei with 5 or 8 nucleons,
there is no simple route to the formation of still heavier
elements. At a temperature of a billion degrees, the
universe is only about 70 times hotter than the core of
our sun, cooler than the core of hot stars around today
that are fusing the heavier elements. As a result, nuclear
synthesis in the early universe stops at helium 4 with a
trace of lithium 7. One of the best tests of the big bang
theory is a rather precise prediction of the relative
abundances of hydrogen, deuterium, helium 4 and
lithium 7, all left over from the early universe. When
the formation of these elements is complete, the universe is 3 minutes and 46 seconds old.
Decoupling (300,000 years)
Continue running the tape forward, and nothing of
much interest happens for a long time. The thermal
photons still outnumber the nucleons and electrons by
a factor of about 10 billion to one, and the constant
collisions between these particles prevent the formation of atoms. What we see is a hot, ionized, nearly
uniform plasma consisting of photons, charged nuclei
and separate electrons. As time goes on, the plasma is
expanding and cooling.
When you look at the sun, you see a round ball with an
apparently sharp edge. But the sun is not a solid object
with a well defined surface. Instead, it is a bag of mostly
hydrogen gas held together by gravity. It is hottest at
the center and cools off as you go out from the center.
At what appears to us to be the surface, the temperature
has dropped to about 3,000 kelvin.
At a temperature above 3,000 kelvin, hydrogen gas
becomes ionized, a state where an appreciable fraction
of the electrons are torn free from the proton nuclei.
When the gas is ionized, it is opaque because photons
can interact directly with the free charges present in the
gas. Below a temperature of 3,000 kelvin, hydrogen
consists essentially of neutral atoms which are unaffected by visible light. As a result the cooler hydrogen
gas is transparent. The apparent surface of the sun
marks the abrupt transition from an opaque plasma, at
temperatures above 3,000K, to a transparent gas at
temperatures below 3,000K.
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A similar transition takes place in the early universe.
By the age of about 700,000 years, the universe cools
to a temperature of 3,000K. Before that, the universe
is an opaque plasma like the inside of the sun. The
photons in thermal equilibrium with the matter particles have enough energy to bust up any complete
atoms and any gravitational clumps that are trying to
form.
When the universe drops to a temperature below 3,000
kelvin, the hydrogen gas forms neutral atoms and
becomes transparent. (The 25% helium had already
become neutral some time earlier). As a result the
universe suddenly becomes transparent, and the thermal photons decouple from matter.
From this decoupling on, there is essentially no interaction between the thermal photons and any form of
matter. All that happens to the photons is that their
wavelength is stretched by the expansion of the universe. This stretching preserves the blackbody spectrum of the photons while lowering the effective blackbody temperature. This blackbody spectrum is now at
the temperature of 2.73 kelvin, as observed by the 1992
COBE satellite.
When the matter particles are decoupled, freed from
the constant bombardment of the cosmic photons,
gravity can begin the work of clumping up matter to
form stars, globular clusters, black holes and galaxies.
All these structures start to form after the decoupling,
after the universe is 300,000 years old. It is this
formation of stars and galaxies that we see as we run the
tape forward to our present day.
Looking out with ever more powerful telescopes is
essentially equivalent to running our videotape backwards. The farther out we look, the farther back in time
we see. Images from the Hubble telescope are giving
us a view back toward the early universe when galaxies
were very much younger and quite different than they
are today. The most distant galaxy we have identified
so far emitted light when the universe was 5% of its
current size.
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What happens when we build still more powerful
telescopes and look still farther back? When we look
out so far that the universe is only 300,000 years old, we
are looking at the universe that has just become transparent. We can see no farther! To look farther is like
trying to look down inside the surface of the sun.
In fact we do not need a more powerful telescope to see
this far back. The three degree cosmic background
radiation gives us a fantastically clear, detailed photograph of the universe at the instant it went transparent.
The horn antenna used by Penzias and Wilson was the
first device to look at a small piece of this photograph.
The COBE satellite looked at the whole photograph,
but with rather limited resolution. COBE detected
some very tiny lumpiness, temperature variations of
about one part in 100,000. This lumpiness may have
been what gravity needed to start forming galaxies. A
higher resolution photograph will be needed to tell for
sure.
Update
The small temperature variations have been the subject
of intense study in the 18 years since the first COBE
satellite. One of the discoveries is that the variations
arose mostly from resonant acoustic oscillations in the
very early universe. The oscillations are caused by a
competition between photon pressure trying to push
particles apart, and gravity trying to pull them together.
From these studies, we have learned some amazing
details. For example, in 1990, it was known that the age
of the universe was somewhere between 11 billion and
20 billion years. Now our best estimate for the age of
the universe is 13.7 ±.2 billion years. What an improvement!

Guidebooks
We ran the videotape quite rapidly without looking at
many details. Our focus has been on the formation of
the elements and the three degree radiation, two of the
main pieces of evidence for the existence of a big bang.
We have omitted a number of fascinating details such
as how dense was the early universe, when did the
neutrinos decouple from matter, and what happened
before the first frame? There are excellent guidebooks
that accompany this tape where you can find these
details. There is Weinberg’s The First Three Minutes
which we have mentioned. The 1993 edition has an
addendum that introduces some ideas about the very,
very early universe, when the universe was millions of
times younger and hotter than the first frame. Perhaps
the best guidebook to how mankind came to our current
picture of the universe is the book by Timothy Ferris
Coming of Age in the Milky Way. Despite the title, this
is one of the most fascinating and readable accounts
available. In our discussion we have drawn much from
Weinberg and Ferris.
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CHAPTER 26 REVIEW
In the previous chapter we used the two slit experiment and diffraction gratings to demonstrate that
light was a wave phenomenon. In this chapter we
find that light consists of particles called photons
that have an energy given by Einstein’s photoelectric effect formula
E = hf = hc
(3,6)
λ
where h is Planck’s constant, f is the frequency and
λ the wavelength of the light wave. How light could
have both a wave and a particle nature is the subject
of the next seven chapters.

Photon Mass
From Einstein’s formula E = mc 2 we deduce that
the mass of a photon is given by
E photon = hc = m photonc 2
λ
(10)
m photon = h
λc
This raises an interesting question about the rest mass
of a photon. Einstein’s mass formula
m0
m =
(6-14)
1 – v 2/c 2
implies that an object moving at the speed of light
(v = c) should have a mass

m0
m
m =
= 0
(12)
0
1–1
which is usually an infinite number. The only way to
avoid the infinity is if the photon’s rest mass m0 is also
zero, giving
(m0) photon
m photon =
= 0
0
0
a ratio that can be any number you want. Thus the
Einstein mass formula does not cause a problem if
the photon’s rest mass is exactly zero.

Photon Momentum
That photons carry momentum was demonstrated in
the Compton Scattering experiment discussed on page
26-14, where a photon collided with an electron, and
linear momentum was conserved in the collision. The
formula for the photon’s momentum is simply its mass
m photon = h/λ c times its speed c giving us
pphoton = h
λ

(13)

This will turn out to be a very important result.
Calculating Photon Energies
To use the Einstein photon energy formula
E = hf = hc/λ , it is often more convenient to replace joules and meters with electron volts (eV) for
energy and nanometers (n m) for length. When we
convert E = hc/λ to eV and nanometers, we get
E photon(in eV) = 1240 eV nm
λ (in nm)

(8)

As an example of using Equation (8), we found that
the red line in the hydrogen spectrum had a wavelength λ = 656 nanometers. Thus the photons in that
red light had an energy
Ered hydrogen photons = 1240 eV nm = 1.89 eV
656 nm
All visible photons have energies in the range from
about 1.8 eV in the red up to about 3 eV in the blue.
If a photon is particularly energetic, about 100
million eV, it can do things like creating an electronpositron pair, an example of which was shown in
Figure (7) on page 26-16.
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Photons and Gravity
Because photons have mass, they are affected by
gravity. In an experiment performed at Harvard
University in 1960, photons were dropped down a
vertical shaft 22 meters high. As the photons fell,
they gained energy much like a falling rock. A rock
falling down a shaft gains speed and increases its
kinetic energy 1/2 mv 2 . Since a photon always
travels at the same speed c, the gravitational potential energy m photongy released by the falling
photon goes, instead, into increasing the photon’s
frequency f.
Photons passing the rim of a star can be deflected
sideways, a phenomenon leading to the gravitational lensing seen in Figure (9) on page 26-20.
Black Body Radiation and the Early Universe
Plank’s constant h, which appears in Einstein’s
formula E = hf was first introduced by Max Planck
to explain the blackbody spectrum. (This is the
spectrum of light radiated by a heated object.)
The subject of blackbody radiation has taken on
special significance in the study of the early universe. When the universe, which consists mostly of
hydrogen, was hotter than 3000 degrees Centigrade, it was opaque like the inside of the sun. At an
age of 1/3 of a million years the universe cooled to
below 3000 degrees, becoming transparent. At that
point, the photons in the universe had a blackbody
spectrum corresponding to 3000 degree radiation.
Since that time, the expansion of the universe has
stretched the wavelength of this radiation, i.e., cooled
the photons, so that they now represent blackbody
radiation at a temperature of 2.73 kelvin. A study of
this radiation is telling us about the universe when
it was a tiny fraction of a second old.

CHAPTER EXERCISES
Exercise 1 0n page 3
Calculate the temperature of a blue star from λ max , then
calculate λ max for a stove.
Exercise 2 0n page 9
Calculate the energy of photons from the sun, at λ max .
Exercise 3 0n page 9
Calculate the wavelength of a photon whose energy is
the same as the rest mass energy of an electron.
Exercise 4 0n page 10
Calculate the range of energies of the visible photons.
Exercise 5 0n page 10
Exercises on the photoelectric effect.
Exercise 6 0n page 10
What is the energy, in eV, of the predominant photons
radiated by human skin?
Exercise 7 0n page 10
Analyze the photons radiated by a 100 watt light bulb.
Exercise 8 0n page 10
How many photons are radiated per second by the
radio station WBZ in Boston.?
Exercise 9 0n page 10
Where in the electromagnetic spectrum do we find
photons of various energies.
Exercise 10 0n page 10
Calculate the energy, in eV, of the photons in the three
visible lines in the hydrogen spectrum.
Exercise 11 0n page 17
Questions on electron-positron annihilation.
Exercise 12 0n page 18
Studying the change in energy of photons dropped
down a vertical shaft.

